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Transcript of Item 9 – Young Londoners Fund and MOPAC 
 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  Members, we are reconvening with item 9, the second main item on the 

agenda today, which is to look at the Young Londoners Fund and the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime 

(MOPAC).  I would like to welcome our guests for this session.  We have Siobhan Peters, the Chief Financial 

Officer at MOPAC; Sarah Wilkins, the Senior Education and Youth Manager at the GLA; and Lynne Abrams, the 

Senior Programme Manager - North for the GLA.  Welcome to all of you.   

 

We are going to be looking at the Young Londoners Fund.  As is traditional, there is generally quite an open 

question to start off with, which I will ask Sarah initially.  What is the purpose of the Young Londoners Fund  

and how does it fit in with the Mayor’s priorities?  Scene-setting.  That is a question for you. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  The Young Londoners Fund was announced 

back in February 2018.  It was in the context where we have seen obviously a national rise in serious youth 

violence and also over the last several years we have seen significant cuts in youth services for young people.  

It is thinking very much about how we can focus on prevention and supporting young people so they do not 

turn to get involved in crime and criminal activity. 

 

The Fund itself is a £45 million fund in total.  For £30 million we have recently gone out to ask for applications 

from local community organisations and others to bid to deliver projects to support 10 to 21-year-olds.  Those 

10 to 21-year-olds can either be young people who are at risk of getting involved in criminal activity or at risk 

of exclusion, or they can be those who have already been involved in criminal activities. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  Great.  How do the MOPAC programmes receiving money from the Fund 

contribute to the Fund’s aims? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  There are four projects that have 

been in receipt of part of the initial £15 million uplift of the Fund.  These are the London Gang Exit (LGE) 

service, the expansion of youth work from major trauma centres into accident and emergency (A&E) 

departments, the Mayor’s London Needs You Alive campaign, which is a media campaign, and finally the Knife 

Crime Community Seed Fund.  All of these are targeted towards young people in that demographic, who are 

either at risk of or who are involved in criminality. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  Are there any key performance indicators (KPIs) assigned with that funding, 

any expected outcomes and dates that are assigned with it? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Yes, there are some outcomes 

broadly in relation to things like reductions in victimisation and offending, in particular, for the interventions 

like the LGE and the A&E youth work.  For the London Needs You Alive campaign, there is a broader scope 

around looking at reach and communication to young people.  There is also a toolkit that has recently been 

launched that supports the dissemination of the London Needs You Alive campaign.  That is targeted towards 

schools, youth groups, community groups and faith groups, where it is intended to help practitioners work with 

young people to get those messages across and help get them engaged. 

 



 

 

Finally, for the Knife Crime Community Seed Funding, there are 43 different projects within that funding across 

various different London boroughs.  Some of those are focused on things like parental support, some are 

focused on things like support for bereaved families, some are focused around engagement of young people 

either in positive activities or with mentors, police officers and leaders.  There is a range of different projects, 

aims and outcomes that relate to those different projects. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  OK.  I am going to get into slightly more detail on that a little bit later on 

but rather than steal my own thunder from later on in the meeting, I am going to pass on now to talk about 

the applicants and access.   

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  We have notice of the key criteria in the structure and restrictions.  We have 

those on record and there are eight bullet points that we have.  Of the applicants so far, can you tell us what 

percentage met those nine criteria? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Is that under “Who can apply” for the 

Fund? 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Yes. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  The application consisted of a number of 

gateway questions and then there were scored questions.  The gateway questions tended to be those ones 

which fit under the nine.  Applicants did have to say “Yes” to that to be able to continue with their application.  

It was kind of an initial sift to make sure that they would be eligible for the Fund criteria.   

 

The closing date was on Monday, the applications have just come in and of those applications which have 

come in, we are doing the initial eligibility check.  I expect the vast majority would have met those criteria 

because they would have been very unlikely to have continued to the scored questions if they had been saying 

“No” to those gateway questions.  They should already have been at that initial stage where people would not 

have carried on doing their applications if they did not meet some of those criteria.  Of course, some people 

may and that is where we are doing a double check against things like the one about turnover, for example. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Thank you.  Just looking at it, you talked about being really local.  I know some 

charities that are really local, doing some good stuff, which may not have been able to answer “Yes” to all 

those gateway questions.  They are local on estates with a known population.  How do you justify excluding 

them? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  We wanted to get a balance because we 

wanted to make sure that we are investing in projects which did have a track record and did have experience of 

working with the client group and that they could show that through their application forms.  We also wanted 

to make sure that they were financially stable organisations, which would mean that they were not relying 

100% on the Young Londoners Fund grant.  Thinking about some future sustainability and the legacy of a 

project, we wanted to make sure that grant holders had a mix of funding, which is why we set the criteria 

about having no more than 50% of your turnover constituting your annual grant amount.  Actually, that is a 

considerable concession on what the GLA uses with its due diligence.  It usually says no more than 25%, for 

example, of the grant compared to the turnover.  We have recognised that we do want to have smaller 

organisations bidding but that they will not always meet those conditions. 

 

There are several ways that we have been looking to see what we can do to support those smallest 

organisations.  One is that they can work in partnership with other organisations so that a lead partner can put 



 

 

in and can take the responsibility for the grant and they can become part of that partnership.  We made it clear 

in the Frequently Asked Questions about the Fund that that is a possibility. 

 

We also stated in response to questions in the Frequently Asked Questions that what can happen is that the 

lead applicant could actually be saying, “What we are going to do is run a micro grants programme”.  Again, 

they take the responsibility for the overall grant and they could be supporting and nurturing some of those 

smaller organisations, so that they could in a way be best fit to apply for the main Fund when it reopens this 

time next year. 

 

The other thing that we put in place to support the smallest organisations is through the Impact for Youth part 

of Young Londoners Fund.  Through the scale-up funding, we have allocation of funding where we can be 

providing wraparound services to those organisations who are delivering Young Londoners Fund.  Also we can 

provide more funding to local networks of youth organisations so that they can provide support to grassroots 

organisations who did not apply this year to the Fund but may want to be applying next year to the Fund. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  What does that mean?  What does that look like there? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  What we are planning through Impact for 

Youth is to fund approximately 15 local networks across the capital, providing additional funding where there 

is already infrastructure in place to support youth organisations.  A part of the responsibility of what we want 

those networks to do is to look to see how they can support those smaller organisations in their patch, either 

to band together in the way that we just said or to understand what the right level of grant is that you can 

apply for. 

 

The final thing on this is we have been directing people to other grants which the GLA manages, for example 

the Culture Seed grant, which is for very small, very new organisations.  We have made clear in all of our 

information sessions that we have been holding that this is not the only option for people looking for funding.  

There are other things which are funded either through the GLA or through other organisations. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  As far as you are concerned, that would then meet the information we have that 

perhaps 39% of charities nationally have less than £10,000 that they are working on.  They are really local.  It 

is these micro charities that are around the very area of social services, culture and youth engagement and 

recreation.  Having recognised that, you are saying that is why you have the additional networking response 

and are also signposting what else there is? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Yes. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  You are saying that basically there should be no complaints because you have 

covered every avenue? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  I would love to say we have covered every 

avenue.  We have made every effort to make sure -- 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  You have made every effort. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  -- that people can be involved.  The third 

option is about joining a consortium or joining as part of a partnership of other organisations so that they can 

band together to provide services, which really wrap around the young person and the individual. 

 



 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  That is great.  Just lastly, one of the great things about, say, the London Fund is 

you can go online and you can see who they are giving their money to.  You can see if it is in your locality and 

what the expectations are.  Will you be doing that with this fund? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  We will certainly be publicising who are 

recipients of the Fund.  We want to make that as easy as possible, not only for stakeholders like ourselves but 

also for young people and other people who work with young people so they know what is available in their 

local area. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Would you be saying what the expectation of that money is for?  It would be 

only half the information.  If you go on and you see somebody has received the Fund and you do not know 

what they should be doing, that is not really helpful. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  We will be certainly giving details about 

what they would be delivering, so the kind of activities that they will be delivering.  I am unsure about whether 

we would be publishing their targets.  It is not something that we normally do but I can take that back and 

consider whether that would be something we would want to do. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  OK, as long as there is as much information there as possible. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Yes. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  That would be useful.  A question to MOPAC: how does MOPAC manage the 

risks associated with partnering with grassroots organisations?   

 

However, are you taking the risk?  Is it not a GLA issue?  I do not understand what the MOPAC risk would be. 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  For the work that we are doing with the seed funding 

and the small organisations, we are working through the London Community Foundation because they have a 

successful track record in administering this kind of small grant programme, working with small communities. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  You do the seed funding? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  The seed funding.  Those again are generally small 

grants.  We will keep in touch with and we are offering a range of ways to do some capacity building with 

those organisations through the year so that we keep our finger on the pulse of what is happening with those 

organisations.  We do have a professional organisation between us and them so that MOPAC, as a fairly small 

body, is not trying to track on a quarterly or monthly basis what is happening in a range of small community 

organisations who themselves are not set up to work with a body like that.  We are working through an 

organisation that has skills and experience in running small grant funding. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Is Redthread the only organisation you work with for the seed funding or are 

there other organisations? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  Lynne, you are welcome to clarify that. 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Just to clarify, the seed funding 

through the Young Londoners Fund is going towards 43 very small community organisations.  That list of 43 

has been published, including where they are based and what their targets and aims are in terms of who they 



 

 

are working with and for what purpose.  Some of the other programmes of work that sit under the Young 

Londoners Fund and the MOPAC funding are things like the youth work in major trauma centres, which is 

currently delivered by Redthread, St Giles [Trust] and Solace [Women’s Aid].  Also, we are planning to expand 

that into A&E departments and that has yet to be commissioned.  We would not know yet who would be 

delivering that. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Is there a targeted area?  You knew what you wanted from these organisations 

and then asked them to bid so that you knew what you were expecting? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  For the community seed fund? 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Yes. 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  For the community seed fund, it 

was a very open process and it was across London.  There were limitations, for example, in relation to who 

could bid, and we were looking for some of the small organisations, small community and local organisations 

that you referred to earlier.  We wanted to make sure that we were supporting and sustaining small 

organisations with very local expertise to access funding, and so it was quite broad and quite open.  We had an 

excessive number of bids into that fund.  We originally had £250,000 available and we were fortunate to be in 

receipt of some of the Young Londoners Fund to enable us to uplift that offer so that we were able to focus on 

a broader range of projects, but still thinking about the areas in London which were most significantly affected 

by knife crime. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  OK.  When will you see any outcome?  I am not going to go into outcomes now, 

but what is the timeline in terms of getting evaluations and feedback about change? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  It is different for each of the different chunks of the 

funding that we are handling.  For the work with the very small organisations the funding has been given 

largely upfront because these are tiny organisations, as you say, that cannot carry the cash flow.  They will be 

reporting back and there will be a comprehensive report on that at the end of the year.  The expansion of the 

work we already fund in major trauma centres into A&E has to go through a proper commissioning process.  

We will not start to see activity until towards the end of this year and therefore evaluation much further down 

the line.  For the London Needs You Alive campaign, we are monitoring in real time the reach of that campaign 

and the newer elements, the toolkit and so on, which have just gone live.  It is early days and it is too early to 

comment on that but we will be monitoring that week by week, month by month, going through the next few 

months. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  OK.  In total then, my last question: how much money have we just talked 

about?  Sarah, how much money are you spending and are you giving as a funder? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  There is a split.  There is £15 million which 

has been allocated for various scale-up activities.  A certain amount of that has already been committed.  Then 

we have £30 million from the main community fund, of which £15 million went out in the first round.  That is 

the one which has just closed, and then we are intending to allocate the further £15 million of that fund this 

time next year. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Right, and MOPAC funding on this area? 

 



 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  From that £15 million, we have received a certain 

amount of that.   

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  How much? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  We got £2.5 million in this financial year, in 2018/19, 

which is split as around £1.1 million for the community seed funding, roughly another £1.1 million for the two 

larger projects, LGE and the youth work in A&E; and then £185,000 which goes to uplift the funding that we 

had already put into the London Needs You Alive campaign.  Some of that funding we expect to carry on into 

2019/20.  We already know we expect to carry on that funding for the two major projects for a second year, 

which makes it easier and more practical to commission on that scale.  For the seed funds, we do not yet have 

plans in place for what we would expect to see next year.  That is something for discussion with Sarah [Wilkins] 

and the GLA more broadly about how we learn from and go forward with seed funding. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Thank you for that.  Certainly, that is quite a lot of very good information we 

now have on the record and of course because this is public it is out there for people who have questions 

about the Fund and how it is going.  Thanks, Sarah, for confirming that you will be looking at a system that will 

make knowledge of these programmes much more accessible than previously where people have tried to find 

information and could not.  That applies equally to MOPAC.  Yes, thank you. 

 

Steve O’Connell AM: I think it might have been linked to because I see the last section is outcomes anyway, 

Chair, and it may be part of that.  I fully understand the amount allocated to MOPAC is £3.6 million, which is 

your share of this year’s £15 million.  I understand that completely.  I also understand about the community 

seed funding because that is an opportunity to get the money rather quickly out of the door to small groups, 

usually under the auspice of a larger organisation.  Within Croydon, it is the Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) 

Forum, from memory, who then will be the conduit to control that.  I will ask the question later about how you 

judge the outcomes of those smaller groups because they are under an umbrella.  There is a name for it here. 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  The London Community Foundation. 

 

Steve O’Connell AM:  The only question was on the full amount of £45 million, three times £15 million.  You 

have £3.6 million.  I have been talking to Matthew Ryder’s [Deputy Mayor for Social Integration, Social 

Mobility, Community Engagement] office.  This is what you have said, is it not, really?  Much of that funding 

under this Fund is also going through the integration cohesion piece, is it not, which is through the auspice of 

not MOPAC but Matthew Ryder’s department.  Have I got that right? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Yes, there are a number of different -- 

 

Steve O’Connell AM:  I do not know the whole list of them but my understanding is correct, is it not? 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Yes, there is £3 million which has been 

allocated to Sport Unites’ funding.  Actually £500,000 of that was included in the round that we have just 

finished from the main Fund.  Then there is also funding which is going to additional support for Young 

London Inspired, which is under Matthew’s [Ryder] team, HeadStart Action. 

 

Steve O’Connell AM:  That will probably be for another day for this group because they will probably get 

Matthew Ryder’s team here to talk about all the work that they are doing.  I just wanted to understand this is 

the £3.6 million of MOPAC, which is either over one year, which is the seed funding, or two years the others.  

You have pretty much got the seed funding out there, but for the other ones, the bids have just closed and 



 

 

you are looking at those bids at the moment for particularly the trauma centres, which is the Redthread and 

others.  I know you are looking at the hospital’s involvement and you cannot announce that and I am aware of 

that. 

 

Sarah Wilkins (Senior Education and Youth Manager, GLA):  Yes. 

 

Steve O’Connell AM:  I will wait to get to the outcomes piece, Chairman, which I think is the next set. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  Thank you very much for that.  We are now moving on to exactly that.   

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Thank you for the summary. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  We touched on this slightly at the beginning, did we not?  How do you 

monitor the outcomes for the funding that you are dispensing? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  If you take it project by project, I will add anything 

that is needed. 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Just focusing on the uplift of the 

four projects that I mentioned earlier, for LGE there is a full process and impact evaluation that is in place 

through our Evidence and Insight unit.  They are looking at the data across the individuals who are going 

through the programme, what kind of impact that is having in terms of their criminality and in terms of 

victimisation.  Interim findings from that evaluation process are that there are reductions in both general 

offending and violent offending, as well as victimisation for that cohort, which are early positive signs. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  How is that assessed?  In simplistic terms, smart targets are things that 

everyone understands.  What you are describing may or may not be eligible for smart targets.  How are you 

assessing that? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  The Evidence and Insight team 

are able to access both information about the young people who are on the programme but also things like 

Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) data, which establishes whether or not they have reoffended.  We are able 

to cross-reference young people who have gone through the programme and then establish whether or not 

they have been stabbed, shot, been a victim of any other crime as well as whether or not they have been 

involved in criminality.  We do have quite a robust way of assessing that but, as I say, it is interim findings at 

the moment so it is still-  

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  That is for the LGE? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  That is LGE.  For the major 

trauma centre work with Redthread, there is an ongoing process of monitoring.  I should just say, sorry, just 

coming back to LGE, there are quarterly contract management meetings and monitoring forms that go to 

inform those.  Similarly, that is the case for Redthread, St Giles [Trust] and Solace [Women’s Aid] who, as a 

group, provide the youth services within the major trauma centres.  We undertake quarterly contract 

monitoring with those and receive information about who is receiving the service.  We have been working with 

Redthread in particular for some time to look at the impact of that.  There are some really positive findings in 

terms of the level of risk that young people both pose and feel in terms of the risk towards them from other 

people, having gone into a major trauma centre, having been a victim of violent crime presumably.  Therefore, 



 

 

there is some work underway around evaluating the major trauma centres and we will be working around the 

expansion of the A&E programme to think about how we build an evaluation from the beginning as well. 

 

We have already talked, I think, about the community seed funding process, so I will not go into that too 

much.  As Siobhan [Peters] said in terms of the London Needs You Alive campaign, we are looking at that on a 

regular basis, thinking about how many times it has been downloaded/accessed/shared, and so looking at the 

broader reach.  We will be doing the same for the toolkit as well. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  We are particularly interested, as you might imagine, in the LGE and the 

Redthread programmes.  Do you set them targets? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Yes.  Well, there are outcomes 

which we want them to achieve in relation to things like reduced offending or decreased risk to the public or to 

themselves or to others.  We have softer targets around things like retaining involvement in education or 

employment, making sure that we are providing things like broader wellbeing support through mental health 

initiatives and that kind of thing.  We do have a range of outcomes that we are asking them to achieve and in 

particular with the LGE service there is a payment by results (PbR) element to their contract so they are 

financially being rewarded for meeting those outcomes. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  OK.  Do you challenge them and set service improvement suggestions or 

offer service improvement suggestions? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Through the quarterly contract 

management meetings, not only do we review the monitoring returns - so throughput of individuals through 

the service - but we also look at emerging themes, trends, issues and challenges.  Where there are things like 

the emergence of, for example, challenges around accessing medical services, mental health, developments in 

terms of violent crime like county lines or young people being exploited criminally, we will work with the LGE 

service to ensure that they are responding in an agile fashion to the needs of the cohort that are accessing the 

service. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  What about Redthread?  Redthread is more health and social care, is it not, 

rather than criminal justice?  How well equipped is MOPAC to challenge them and suggest service 

improvements to them? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  The function of the service that 

they provide, whilst they are based in a health setting, is very much around youth work and mentoring and 

support to access other kind of services.  Obviously, in particular when you are looking at the major trauma 

centres, the young people who are in that space who are going through clinical interventions and medical 

interventions, the function and purpose of getting that youth work in there is to make the best use of that 

teachable moment, which we are all familiar with, in terms of being able to make a relationship with that young 

person and use that entrance into the major trauma centre to help support a change process in the longer 

term.  They are engaging with that young person in relation to things like mentoring support and youth work 

and encouragement to retain involvement in education or employment, rather than necessarily looking at the 

medical interventions or the social care interventions, which will also be provided but which MOPAC does not 

commission. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  How are you monitoring organisations like Redthread to make sure that they 

are spending the money that you provide them and getting the best outcome from it? 

 



 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  I mentioned the quarterly 

monitoring returns.  Those look at both the service itself but also the spend against the budget of the service.  

For example, if there is an underspend in a particular area we will interrogate why that is, explore whether it 

could be utilised elsewhere and so on.  So we do look at their spend as well as the service provision. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  Sure.  OK, the final question from me and then I have seen 

Assembly Member Arnold.  I understand you are currently looking for match funding for the LGE funding.  

Have you been successful in doing that? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  We were originally in 

conversations with the London Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC), who in the first round of funding 

from 2015 to 2017 provided both some match funding in terms of a financial contribution but also some 

funding in kind through staffing contributions.  They have been unable to retain their financial contribution 

but do provide a seconded employee from the London CRC to support that.  There are also seconded 

employees from the Department for Work and Pensions and some other organisations that go in to form that 

multiagency response.  Most of the conversations that we have been having around match funding have been 

around ‘in kind’ support and staffing support, as opposed to financial contributions. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  OK.  Does that cause you any concern? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  The staffing contributions? 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  No, the lack of any financial match funding.  I appreciate what you are 

saying about ‘in kind’ contribution.  Does the lack of any financial contribution for match funding cause you 

any concern? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  It would be really wonderful if 

there was a mixed model of funding.  One of the positive things about doing a really comprehensive process of 

evaluation is that we are starting to be able to demonstrate the impact of that service and hopefully that will 

help partners to come on board. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  OK.   

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Yes.  How do you extract outcomes specifically for your Fund to a project like 

this when the individuals may well be getting support from other agencies?  You made a lovely statement, 

which is that 46% of young people supported had seen a reduced involvement in crime.  How can you be 

certain that this was specifically in relation to Redthread’s work? 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  In terms of attributing it to that 

particular intervention? 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Yes. 

 

Lynne Abrams (Senior Policy and Commissioning Manager, MOPAC):  Certainly that is a real challenge 

across evaluations of all projects.  It can be very difficult to isolate the intervention of one particular project 

and ascribe outcomes or behaviours. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  How have you tried to meet that challenge? 

 



 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  It is a complex cohort and it is a complex challenge in 

any field because we do both process and impact evaluation.  The impact evaluation of course is the result of 

all of the interventions that that young person has come across.  The process evaluation gives a much stronger 

indication of how those involved in delivering and those involved in receiving a particular intervention felt.  It is 

subjective, but it is their opinion of the extent to which that intervention was instrumental for them in helping 

them with their journey.  We have some very positive feedback from some of those through interview work 

with people who have received the interventions.  They felt that that particular intervention has been a 

supportive part of their journey to a better outcome.  You are right, of course.  None of us is an island.  Some 

people receive a lot of help and some people do not get enough. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  No.  It is also an ongoing issue, is it not? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  Yes.  It is a very complex field, working with some 

people in very complex circumstances. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  You would put that caveat then in terms of all the statements that you make? 

 

Siobhan Peters (Chief Financial Officer, MOPAC):  We would always put a caveat on the extent to which 

this kind of evaluation can only give you an indication of your success.  It cannot give you such an absolute 

answer. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM:  Yes, excellent. 

 

Gareth Bacon AM (Chairman):  It is very early days, is it not, for this Fund?  It is established this year for 

three years and we have been going for, what, six months?  We will probably invite you back in maybe another 

six months or maybe a bit longer and ask similar questions again and see what answers we get.  We have 

reached the end of our questions. 

 

 


